Subject: Tossups from Swarthmore
Status: RO
X-Status:
TOSSUPS
Tl. This man's took his final [mal residence at Weimar, and was probably
the most famous of the town's residents. He achieved mastery of his craft
virtually unmatched for his time. You might know him for his works which
are all listed in the BWV. FTP, name this 18th Century composer.
Johann Sebastian BACH
TI. James Garfield, our 20th president, was born in a town in Ohio, and
later educated in a town in Massachusetts. FQTP, name the U.S. city in
which he died when assassinated in 1881.
WASHINGTON, dc
. T3. One of this Academy Award-winning director's earlier films was the
Talking Heads feature, _Stop Making Sense_. He is much better known,
however, for the film that won him Best Director, as well as Best Picture,
Best Actress, and Best Actor. FTP, name this director of _The Silence of
the Lambs.
Jonathan DEMME
T4. His band had in it some of the finest jazz musicians of the day, and in
the late 1930s, he started to bring ragged rhythm and improvisation to the
otherwise smooth swing music of the day. FTP, name this composer, pianist,
and n Count. n
William "Count" BASIE
T5. Led Zeppelin is formed; the Pueblo is taken by the North Koreans;
students at Columbia University take over part of the campus in
demonstration; the Tet Offensive begins; riots erupt in Chicago; Wallace
has one of the best third party showings in a national presidential
election, but Nixon wins. FTP, name this year.
1968
T6. Open the death of England's Queen Anne, the throne went to the line of
infamous Georges. FQTP, name the house of the Georges and you will also

name the region of which George I was elector.
HANOVER
T7. Sometimes maps can be misleading. For example, of all the states
completely east of the Mississippi, the one with the most land area is
probably not the one which appears to have the most land area. FTP, name
this largest state in the east, which despite appearances, is neither
Florida nor Michigan.
GEORGIA
T8. It used to be that the phrase "Mississippi author" would get a
knee-jerk reaction of "William Faulkner," which would almost always be
correct in College Bowl play_ However, the times are changing. There is
now an author from the Magnolia State who, with best-selling novels and
big-budget screen adaptations, has had much more commercial success than
Faulkner ever did, although a Nobel Prize may not be in his future. FTP,
name this 01' Miss alumnus who has produced suhc works as _The Firm_and
- The Pelican Brief- .
JOHN GRISHAM

T9. FQTP, name the high-tech field in which Jimmy Carter got his PhD.
NUCLEAR PHYSICS (ask for more information if only "Physics" is given)

TI0. H.L. Mencken claimed that this man was the most boring author of all
time. This may be true, but his life was certainly out of the ordinary.
He served in the army, was arrested as a socialist, and was condemned to be
shot, but instead served four years of hard labor in Siberia. His father
was murdered and the author suffered from epilepsy, which caused his death.
It is not surprising why his works are often so grim. FTP, name this
author of _The Devils_, _The Possessed_, _The ldiot_, and _The Brother
Karamazov.
Fyodor DOSTOYEVSKY

TIl. A recent movie based on his book starred Anthony Hopkins and Emma
Thompson. FTP, name the author of the novel about a butler in a
mid-twentieth-century English house, who refuses to comment on':his master's
collaborations with Nazi Germany, a novel called _The Remains of the Day_.
Kazuo ISHIGURO

T12. We're all familiar with the Marx Brothers and their movies, but FTP,
can you, name Groucho and Chico's shortlived radio show?
FLYWHEEL, SHYSTER, AND FLYWHEEL (Accept BEAGLE, SHYSTER, AND
BEAGLE)
-

T13. This chromosomal condition can lead to Down's Syndrome and many other
genetic disorders . . FTP, what is the technical term for an extra
chromosome, whether an autosome or a sex chromosome?
TRISOMY
T14. The controversial drug Prozac, alleviates depression by increasing levels
of a certain neurotransmitter. FTP, name that neurotransmitter.
SEROTONIN

T15. Zen Buddhism is generally associated with Japan, but it has its roots
in a foreign sect. FTP name the Chinese sect from which Zen developed.
CHAN Buddhism

T16. This next question involves both science fiction and fictional science.
In the novel, _A Wind in the Door_, Madeleine L'Engle invented sentient
inhabitants of the mitochondria. FTP, name these mouse/shrimp thingees.
FARANDOLAE (accept FARANDOLA or FARAH)

T17. In 1922, the University of Pennsylvania and the British Museum formed
a joint expedition to excavate the Sumerian city of Ur under this man's
leadership. FTP, name the man who is often credited with much of our
knowledge of Mesopotamian culture.
Leonard WOOLLEY

TIS. He developed Paris' first public transportation system in 1662, but is
better known for other work. FTP, name this man who co-developed
probability theory, and has a triangle and a computer language named for
him, even though he created neither.

Blaise PASCAL

T19. This early computer scientist held the same Cambridge professorship as
Sir Isaac Newton. FTP, name this Lucasian Professor of Mathematics who
helped reform the British system of calculus and who devoted much of his
life to the invention of a calcualting machine.
Charles BABBAGE

1'20. John Von Neumann developed the Mean Ergotic Theorem of Unitary
Operators, but he is probably better known for his contributions in another
field of mathematics. Name this area which focuses on decision making, in
which Von Neumann contributed his minimax theorem.
GAME THEORY

1'21. When he created a two volume graphic novel based on his parents'
experience in the Holocaust, he was rewarded with a Pulitzer Prize, a
Guggenheim fellowship, and much critical acclaim. FTP, name this
cartoonist who created Maus and Maus II.
Art SPIEGELMAN

1'22. He provided the voice of Dracula in an Animaniacs episode, but you are
probably more familiar with him as the voice of another animated character.
FTP, name the man, formerly of the _Tracy Ullman Show_who provides the
voice of Homer Simpson.
Don CASTELLENATA

1'23. There have probably been dozens of Finnish composers, but it is
unlikely that your play in College Bowl has ever asked you to supply the
name of any but Jean Sibelius. This question is no_different, but this
time you have to know something 'about Sibelius' works. FTP, name the
Helsinki opera house which shares its name with a famous patriotic work by
Sibelius.
FINLANDIA

1'24. The cover says this book "is the story of Whitley Strieber's attempt to

deal with a shattering assault from the unknown." This real-life story
describes the author's encounter with aliens in his isolated upstate New
York cabin. If you still don't have it, the title shares its name with the
Christian ritual of taking wine and bread as Christ's blood and body.
COMMUNION

1'25. These Virginia State University dropouts, after selling one million
copies of their first album, are releasing a new album, _Straight Up
Sewaside_. Drayz and Skoob' s debut _Dead Serious_was one of 1992' s
biggest rap records, and the song _Rumpshaker_ rocked the nation. FfP,
name this duo.
DAS EFX ("dahce f x")
T26. Waming: this is one of those rare cases when first names are required
and last nmaes are optional. Potter, emergency-room clerk, cabdriver,
crafts teacher; med-school reject. This is the combined resume of what
duo, who moved to the town of Burlington in 1978. By the way, this town is
in Vennont, and these two finally wound up in the occupation of ice cream

making.
BEN Cohen & JERRY Greenfield
1'27. FQTP, name the 2 U.S. states whose most populous cities have the same
name. If you still need a clue, one is on the East Coast and one is on the
West Coast . .
MAINE; OREGON (the cities are both named Portland)
T28. After WWI, France saw the necessity of a defensive military strategy.
The resulting plan was this line of fortifications along the country
Northeast borders. The line was well-developed on the Gennan border, but
never actually extended across the Belgian border. Thus, when the Gennans
invaded in WWII, they outflanked the defensive forces. FTP, name this
line, which if fully developed, could have changed the course of WWII.
MAGINOT ("mahzbinoe") line

Subject: Bonuses from Swarthmore
Status: RO
X-Status:
BONUSES
B 1. (30) You just heard a question mentioning BWV, so let's continue with
some related questions, and we promise never to return to the topic. FTP
each:
What does BWV stand for?
BACH WERKE VERZEICHNIS
What is the collective name of those concerti named after a province of
Germany which include BWV 10501
BRANDENBURG Concerti
BWV 971 is borrowed from Vivaldi, but named for his homeland. What is the
common name of this concerto?
the ITALIAN concerto
B2. (30) Identify each of the following nations from an unenthusiastic
description of its flag FTP each.
A pathetic tree on a white horizontal stripe between two red horizontal
stripes: LEBANON
Three vertical stripes, red, blue, and red, with a bunch of weird, yellow
symbols on the leftmost stripe: MONGOLIA
Yellowish and red triangles in the background, with a black and white
dragon, even though everyone knows dragons are green: BHUTAN
B3. (30) The format won a Goldberg Award at PennBdwl, so the Esperanto
translation bonus has returned. I promise this is the question's last
incarnation, unless other people start writing them. Given the Esperanto
title of the masterpiece of American literature, provide the more familiar
title.
La Voko de la Sovagejo ("la vohkoh deh la sohvah-jay-yo"): the CALL OF THE WILD
La Domo de la Sep Gabloj ("lah dohmoh deh lah sepp gah-bloy"): the HOUSE OF
THE SEVEN GABLES
La Sono kaj la Furiozo ("lah soh-noh kie lah foo-reeohzoh"): the SOUND AND
THE FURY
B4. (30) This bonus asks you to identify famous musical groups. You'll get
10 points for naming the group after 2 lesser-known members, and 5 points
after a more well-known member.
10: David Grohl and Chris Novoselic; 5: Kurt Cobain
NIRVANA
10: Sterling Morrison and Maureen Tucker; 5: Lou Reed
the VELVET UNDERGROUND
10: Stu Cook and Doug Clifford; 5: John Fogerty

CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVNAL
B5. (30) For 5 points each, identify the last six Secretaries of the
Treasury. We'll be nice about this and let you name them in any order, and
be sure to include the current Secretary of the Treasury.
Lloyd BENTSEN; Nicholas BRADY; James BAKER iii; Donald REGAN; G. Willian
MILLER; W. Michael BLUMENTHAL
B6. (25) With this Tonya Harding-Nancy Kerrigan incident getting national
headlines, don't you wish for the kinder, gentler days of U.S. Olympic
women's figure skating. For 5 points each, name the last 3 American women
to win gold medals in this event.
Kristi YAMAGUCHI; Dorothy HAMILL; Peggy FLEMING
For an additional 10 points, name the first U.S. woman to win the medal.
Tenley ALBRIGHT
B7. (20) You don't have to be a geography expert to know that the 3 biggest
states are Alaska, Texas, and California, and that the three smallest are
Rhode Island, Delaware, and Connecticut. This question asks something a
little harder. For 5 point each, name the states which are 4th and 5th
biggest, and 4th and 5th smallest.
MONTANA; NEW MEXICO; HAWAII; NEW JERSEY
B8. (25) Identify these people given a brief description for 5 points each.
By the end, you should realize what they have in common.
Russian-born violin virtuoso who died in 1987.
Jascha HEIFETZ
German designer of the first jet airplane.
Ernst Heinrich HEINKEL
19th century poet and essayist who wrote _Travel Pictures_.
Heinrich HEINE
Author of _Stranger in a Strange Land_.
Robert HEINLEIN
Existentialist author of _Being and Time_.
Martin HEIDEGGER
B9 (25) Given a state, identify its most populous county for 5 points.
Georgia: FULTON
Massachusetts: MIDDLESEX
Michigan: WAYNE
Minnesota: HENNEPIN
Pennsylvania: PHILADELPHIA
BlO (25) For 5 points each, identify the 5 U.S. presidents who wore beards
while in office. Be careful, as a miss stops you.

Abraham LINCOLN; Ulysses GRANT; Rutherford HAYES; James GARFIELD; Benjamin
HARRISON
Bll (25) Given the British monarch, identify his successor for 5 points.
You'll get 5 extra points if you can name all 4.
Henry II: RICHARD I (Lionhearter)
Henry VIII: EDWARD VI
Edward VI: Lady JANE Grey
William N: VICfORIA
B12. (20) Here's a chemistry question which, remarkably enough, has nothing
to do with chess, tic-tac-toe, scrabble, or any other game you might play
on the periodic table. For ten points each, name the process by which a
substance passes directly from the solid to the vapor phase, and the
reverse, by which it goes directly from vapor to solid.
SUBLIMATION; DEPOSITION
B13. (30) If you are familiar with _Hamlet_, you probably know that a
payjock is a peacock, but how well do you know other archaic names of
animals? FTP each, name these familiar animals from their archaic names:
Popinjay: PARROT
Cameleopard: GIRAFFE
Pard: PANTHER
B14. (25) Now to bring some passion into the staid world of College Bowl.
. For 5 points each, tell whether each of the following romance series are
Harlequin, Silhouette, or Bantam.
Superromance: Harlequin
Loveswept: Bantam
Desire: Silhouette
Intimate Moments: Silhouette
Temptation: Harlequin
B15. (20) The Indian Sepoy Rebellions were started by rumors of two
substances used in guns given to native troops. FTP each, name these
inflammatory substances.
BEEF FAT; PORK FAT
B16: (20) Those Tudors sure knew how to throw an execution! The following
people were all executed by a member of the family. For 5 points each,
name the family member on the throne at the time of the death.
Thomas Cranmer: MARY I (prompt if only Mary is given)
Earl of Essex: ELIZABETH I (prompt if only Elizabeth is given)
Guilford Dudley: MARY I (prompt if only Mary is given)
Thomas Cromwell: HENRY VIII (prompt if only Henry is given)

B17. (30) Name the author given the works on a 30-20-10 basis.
30- A Backward Glance
20- The Custom of the Country
10- The House of Mirth
EDITH WHARTON
B 18. (30) We all know Batman's sidekick, and some of us probably know
Captain America's late sidekick, but can you name the sidekicks of these
slightly more recent comic book heroes? You'll get 15 points for each
lesser-known sidekick that you name.
Nomad: BUCKY
The Tick: ARTHUR
B19: (20) Idenitfy each of the following Chinese dynasties given a brief
desrciption for 10 points.
This dynasty was founded my Genghis Khan and described by Marco Polo.
YUAN
This dynasty overthrew the Ming, and was ruled by the Manchu family.
CHING
B20 (30) "Hal I kill mel"was the catch phrase of NBC's sitcom ALF. FfP
each, answer the following questions about this one-time hit show.
Name of Earth family ALF lived with: TANNERs
Name of ALF's home planet: MELMAC
ALP's full name on his home planet: GORDON SHUMWAY
B21 (20) The American Psyciatric Association adopted this diagnostic manual
in 1987, as a minor revision of the one they had used since 1980. For
twenty
points, name this, the current edition, known by 4 letters and a number.
DSM-III-R ("d s m 3 rIO)
B22 (20) For twenty points, name the procedure by which each ear receives a
different message while the listener is asked to attend to one:
DICHOTIC LISTENING
B23 (30). For 10 points each, answer these questions about the United
States constitution.
What is the only crime enumerated in the Constitution?
TREASON
According to the Constitution, in the.event of an impeachment who is the
judge in the case?
the CHIEF JUSTICE of the United States
In what year was the Constitution last amended?
1992

B24 (30). Bill Clinton is one of only 7 United States presidents born west
of the Mississippi River. Name the other 6. You'll get 5 points for 2, 10
points for 4, 15 for 5, and 20 for 6. Also, you'll get 10 extra points if
you list them from fIrst to serve to most recent.
Herbert HOOVER; Harry TRUMAN; Dwight EISENHOWER; LYNDON JOHNSON;
Richard
NIXON; Gerald FORD
B25 (25). Given the Led Zeppelin song, name the album on which it fIrst
appeared for 5 points each.
Heartbreaker: LED ZEPPELIN II
Friends: LED ZEPPELIN III
D'yer Mak'er ("jermaker"): HOUSES OF THE HOLY
Houses of the Holy: PHYSCIAL GRAFFITI (this is NOT a mistake)
Babe, I'm Gonna Leave You: LED ZEPPELIN (I)
B26 (30). Name the scientifIc author from his work on a 30-20-10 basis.
30: The Extended Phenotype
20: The Blind Watchmaker
10: The SelfIsh Gene
Richard DAWKINS

